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**Abstract**

With the demise of traditional gatekeepers and the introduction of new modes of publishing and distribution, conventional distinctions between publishing (as the activity of making information available to the public) and diverse forms of research are blurring. Increasingly research is being made (openly) available, in print and on screen as well as in hybrid forms. In this context, publishing, as an activity, becomes less about ‘making public’; instead, emphasis starts to be placed increasingly on the diverse and multiple reasons why we publish (i.e. for communication and feedback, for impact, for career-progression etc.). The blurring of boundaries between research and publishing have contributed to a raised awareness of when and why we publish (and for what reasons). At the same time, the digital environment and the apparent seamlessness of publication means that publications as bounded and final objects or commodities are becoming less fixed and stable, questioning our common understanding of the printed and bounded book, authorship, copyright and academic labour. In this talk I will introduce the concept of post-publishing and explore it more in depth through an exploration of a selection of publishing projects, which highlight how the mode in which we produce, disseminate and consume text, influences the content and meaning of the text, or the way we interpret it.
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**Abstract**

Measures of research productivity and quality are key components of academic life, and a successful academic career is heavily dependent on meeting quantified performance standards. For many years, citation-based measures like the Impact Factor dominated the metrics landscape, but in the last two decades a swathe of new evaluation tools have emerged, including the h-index, ranked journal lists, and altmetrics. While the effectiveness of these metrics is debatable across many disciplines, their use in the social sciences and humanities has attracted most criticism. This presentation is concerned with how academics navigate the landscape of evaluative metrics; their strategies and ambitions for the future, and their perceptions of how evaluative metrics influence knowledge production and publication patterns.
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**Abstract**

The central role of the library as a central cultural system is transforming into a still undefined new type of cultural body. This process is influenced by the spontaneous creation of different types of DIY or temporarily available libraries. Libraries should evolve from their historical and ‘monumental’ role, which delivers socially relevant services, into an extended, networked and shared infrastructure of knowledge, rivalling the online type of ‘instant’ knowledge in facilitating social and cultural exchange, including the acknowledgement of the so-called ‘custodians’. Two of the possible approaches to start this kind of process, which would be meant to open and socialise even more the library system, is to create ‘temporary libraries’, in order to fill specific knowledge needs during cultural events becoming then permanent resources, and ‘distributed libraries’, in order to integrate relevant collections of specialised knowledge accumulated elsewhere in the traditional library system without structurally intervene in it. These dynamic approaches to librarianship can, within their respective processes, affect the issues of distribution and dissemination in academic publishing, and help creating different abstract models to rely on.